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THEORY

The Three M’s— Médiation, Postmodemism, and the New Millennium 205
Dale Bagshaw

The author uses postmodern and poststructuralist thought to 
examine médiation practice and theory and proposes methods that 
mediators can use to be attentive to the ways in which language is 
constructed and used in the médiation process.

RESEARCH

The Rôle of Interest-Based Facilitation in Designing Accréditation 221
Standards: The Canadian Expérience 
Linda C. Neïlson, Peggy English

Describing their innovative approach to developing and 
im plem enting accréditation standards, the authors present an account 
of the opportunities and challenges they have faced in designing and 
instituting a Canada-wide program of m ediator assessment.

A Preliminary Evaluation of Problem Solving for One 249
Alan Tidwell

The author présents the results of a study that evaluates the 
effectiveness of a process used to assist a party in a dispute when the 
other party is unwilling to participate in médiation.

PRACTICE

Don’t Waste My Time on Negotiation and Médiation: 259
This Dispute Needs a Judge 
John Wade

The author describes a set o f diagnostic factors that would indicate 
that a dispute needs a third-party décision and that the conflict 
should be filed in a court or other tribunal.



Médiation in Black and White: Médiation Center-Police 281
Partnerships— A Dignified Police Response 
Christopher Cooper

The author proposes a form of partnership between police 
departments and médiation centers in which police officers are 
trained and encouraged to mediate certain disputes in addition to 
referring others to the m édiation center.

Transforming Destructive Conflict: Healing the Oppression of Patriarchy 297
Deri Joy Rouis

This article is a plea for a heightened awareness of the destructive 
effects of violence and oppression w ithin our society, and for action, 
both individual and collective, to provide an antidote to the impact of 
violence and oppression.

Evaluating Médiation Practice from a Transformative Perspective 313
James R. Antes, Judith A. Saul

The authors present a model for evaluating m édiation from a 
transformative perspective. They use a self-reflective approach to 
analyze the appropriateness of the m ediator’s interventions.


